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Music and Politics in tbe United States The history of common types are: campaign songs and the music of political
protest, . Nineteenth Century, explores labour-protest songs. .. analysis in 'rap' songs, and the overtly revolutiona.

During the five weeks leading up to the campaign, Roosevelt took to the stump like a duck to water. In and
again in Cleveland had given traditional acceptance speeches. In , the party nominated John P. Hayes's
issue-oriented letter was a dramatic departure from the practice of his Republican predecessors, Lincoln and
Grant, neither of whom had gone beyond words. In fact, more than one scandal during the era arose from
corrupt dealings between politicians and railroad barons. But the scattered efforts of state legislatures came to
a halt in , when the Supreme Court ruled that individual states had not power to regulate interstate commerce.
Butler for president at their convention in Indianapolis. That was just in September. His running mate was
Senator Thomas Hendricks of Indiana. Princeton, N. Blaine, who was present at the speech, and the son of a
Catholic mother, lacked the immediate awareness to repudiate the statement then and there, and New York
went to the Democrats in the election. It took the Republicans thirty-six ballots to arrive at a nominee.
Harrison's response can be found in The Tippecanoe Textbook, ed. The platform supported suffrage for
women, equal rights as property holders for women, a moderately protective tariff, discouragement of liquor
traffic, civil service reform, and urged that public land be granted only to actual settlers. As the Times
reported, "The doors of the Madison Avenue entrance were now like a dam holding back a vast reservoir.
William Ogden Niles Baltimore: Cushing, ,  Tariffs also kept domestic prices artificially high. The party
promoted government activism, primarily to foster economic development. His enemies published the famous
"Mulligan letters," supposedly written by Blaine to a Boston railroad executive Warren Fisher and linking the
powerful politician to a corrupt deal involving federal favors to a southern railroad. Democrats also
subordinated consistency to partisanship, now condemning Harrison for vulgarly begging for votes as if he
were running for local sheriff. Creditors believed overproduction had caused prices to decline. Troy, See How
They Ram,  Samuel J. A different candidate, with a different temperament and skills, could expect to find little
resistance to taking a prominent speaking role in the campaign. The Republicans quickly took up the chant, "
Ma! As evidence, he cites only an article on the presidential election, as if candidate behavior in the opening
decades of the nineteenth century was essentially similar to candidate behavior in the rest of the century. His
wife Lucy, a staunch prohibitionist, was nicknamed "Lemonade Lucy, " and no liquor was served at the White
House. Farmers suffered because they were receiving less for their crops but had to pay high interest rates on
the money they borrowed. Their groundbreaking work was closely related to the race to map the environment
in a nation that was rapidly expanding westward. The formation of the political party was a result of these
efforts. He has authored numerous books on American history, including the recent Separate and Unequal:
The Kerner Commission and the Unraveling of American Liberalism , Basic, History Reads features the work
of prominent authors and historians. An estimated 5 million Americans across 27 states heard one of the
passionate and substantive speeches Bryan crave during the campaign. Chapter 3: Disease, Expansion, and the
Rise of Environmental Mapping Here you can learn how medical men turned to maps in an urgent quest to
solve the deadly mysteries of yellow fever and cholera. The following day he traveled to Philadelphia to speak
at a ceremony commemorating the th anniversary of the Continental Congress, and he used the nonpartisan
occasion to criticize key planks of the Progressive Party platform. Many believed that his political record was
a disaster and as the election year approached, even his party seemed to abandon him. Creditor-debtor
conflicts also came to be defined as a difference between the haves and the have-nots.


